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Abstract
This paper presents a survey on o!-line Cursive Word Recognition. The approaches to the problem are described in
detail. Each step of the process leading from raw data to the /nal result is analyzed. This survey is divided into two parts,
the /rst one dealing with the general aspects of Cursive Word Recognition, the second one focusing on the applications
presented in the literature. ? 2002 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
O!-line Cursive Word Recognition (CWR) is the transcription into an electronic format of cursive handwritten
data. The main development of the /eld took place in the
last decade [1,2] and some commercial products, based
on CWR, are yet running in real world applications [3,4].
The recognition is often based not only on the handwritten data, but also on other informations coming from
the application environment. This made CWR technology e!ective only in few domains, indeed postal address
reading (where the recognition of the zip code plays an
important role) and bank check legal amount recognition (where the courtesy amount, i.e. the amount written
in digits, helps the recognition of the legal amount, i.e.
the amount written in letters). Many issues are then still
open and the problem of the general CWR is still far
from being solved.
Several aspects of the recognition process are however
independent of the application domain and can be considered in a general framework. For this reason, this survey is divided into two parts. The /rst one concerns the
problems a CWR system must deal with. Each step of the
processing is described in detail and the main techniques
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developed to perform it are shown. The second one focuses on applications presented in the literature and their
performances.
The /rst part is composed of Section 2, where the
structure of a CWR system is outlined and the single
processing step are described in detail, the second one of
Section 3, where the main application domains of CWR
are illustrated. In the /nal Section 4, some conclusions
are drawn.
2. Structure of a CWR system
The basic structure of a CWR system is shown in
Fig. 1, the only exception to such architecture is given
by the human reading inspired systems (see Section 2.7)
and the holistic approaches (see Section 2.8). Some of
the tasks performed in the recognition process are independent of the approach (e.g the preprocessing), others
are related to it and can be used to discriminate among
di!erent systems (e.g. the segmentation).
Usually, the raw data cannot be processed directly and
the word images must be preprocessed in order to achieve
a form suitable for the recognition, this is the aim of
the preprocessing. The operations performed at its level
depend on the data. The removal of background textures,
rulers and similar elements is often needed when the
word is extracted from forms or checks; a binarization is
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Fig. 1. General Model of a CWR system.

useful when the words are stored in gray level images.
In general terms, the result of the preprocessing must be
an image containing the word to be recognized without
any other disturbing element.
The following step is the normalization. Slant and
slope di!erent than 0 (see Fig. 2) can be caused by acquisition and handwriting style, and their removal results
in a word image invariant with respect to such factors,
hence the name normalization.
The /rst two steps are independent of the recognition
approach of the system. The same preprocessing and normalization algorithms can be shared by systems using
di!erent recognition approaches. This is no longer true
for the segmentation that depends on whether the system uses dynamic programming or HMMs to perform the
recognition. In the /rst case, the segmentation is said explicit, i.e. an attempt is made to isolate the single letters

that are then separately recognized. In the second case,
the segmentation is implicit, i.e. the word is fragmented
into subletters and the only constraint to be respected is
the oversegmentation: the word must be split at least in
correspondence of the actual ligatures between characters. In other terms, each subunit of the word, must belong to only one character. In correspondence of the two
alternatives, Fig. 1 shows two paths.
The recognition step uses the word fragments isolated
by the segmentation to calculate, for each element of
the lexicon, a score. The best scoring lexicon word is
assumed as interpretation of the handwritten data. Before
the recognition, the fragments are converted into vectors
through a feature extraction process.
A fundamental element in a CWR system is the
lexicon, a list of the allowed interpretations of the
handwritten data. Intuitively, by reducing the size
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ders aligned along the vertical direction. In real data, such
conditions are rarely respected. Slope (the angle between
the horizontal direction and the direction of the implicit
line on which the word is aligned) and slant (the angle
between the vertical direction and the direction of the
strokes supposed to be vertical) are often di!erent than
0 and must then be eliminated (see Fig. 2).
The normalized images are invariant with respect to
the sources of slant and slope (acquisition and handwriting style) and this is helpful to the recognition process.
In dynamic programming based systems, the removal
of slant and slope makes the characters less variable in
shape, then easier to be classi/ed with pattern recognition techniques. Besides, the normalization creates segments where the handwritten data is piece-wise stationary, whose presence is a necessary assumption to the use
of HMMs.
In Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, methods for removing respectively slope and slant are described. Some attempt
to use in the recognition the information lost after the
normalization is described in Section 2.1.3.

Fig. 2. Preprocessing. The word, before the preprocessing,
shows slope and slant di!erent than 0. In the horizontal density histogram, the lines corresponding to the core region are
evident. The long horizontal stroke in the lower part of the y
creates a high density area that can be erroneously assumed
as core region. After the preprocessing, the word appears horizontal with ascenders and descenders aligned along the vertical
axis.

of the lexicon, the accuracy of a CWR system can
be improved since the probability of misclassi/cation is reduced. A /rst, most important, limit to the
lexicon size is given by the application environment (e.g., when recognizing legal amounts on bank
checks, the only allowed transcriptions are numbers
written in letters). A further lexicon reduction can
then be achieved by analyzing the handwritten data
itself and by extracting from the lexicon all the incompatible interpretations (if a handwritten word
does not present ascenders or descenders, only transcriptions composed of letters without ascenders or
descenders can be accepted). In the following sections, each step of the processing will be described in
detail.
2.1. Normalization
In an ideal model of handwriting, a word is supposed
to be written horizontally and with ascenders and descen-

2.1.1. Slope correction and reference line nding
Most of the desloping techniques presented in the literature are inspired by the method proposed in Ref. [5].
This consists in giving a /rst, rough estimate of the core
region (the region enclosing the character bodies), then
in using the stroke minima closest to its lower limit to /t
the ideal line on which the word is aligned. The image
is rotated until such line is horizontal and the image is
/nally desloped (see Fig. 2).
The estimation of the core region, the fundamental
step, is made by /nding the lines with the highest horizontal density (number of foreground pixels per line).
The core region lines are in fact expected to be more
denses than the others. The horizontal density histogram
is analyzed looking for features such as maxima and /rst
derivative peaks, but these features are very sensitive to
local characteristics and many heuristic rules are needed
to /nd the actual core region lines [6].
Some alternative techniques were proposed in Refs.
[7,8]. In such works, the density distribution is analyzed
rather than the density histogram itself in order to make
statistically negligible the inGuence of local strokes. The
method presented in Ref. [7] is based on the entropy of
the distribution (supposed to be lower when the word
is desloped), while the technique in Ref. [8] applies the
Otsu Method [9] in order to /nd a threshold distinguishing between core region lines (above the threshold) and
other lines. In Ref. [10], the image is rotated for each
angle in a interval and the rotated image giving the highest peak of the /rst derivative of the horizontal density
histogram is assumed as desloped. Another important result of the desloping is the detection of the limits of the
core region, called upper and lower baseline, that play
an important role as reference lines.
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2.1.2. Slant correction
Most of the methods for slant correction are also based
on the technique proposed in Ref. [5]. This relies on the
selection of near vertical strokes the slope of which is
assumed as local slant estimate. The global slant value is
obtained by averaging over all the local estimates. Techniques based on such idea can be found in Refs. [10 –13],
each work using a di!erent method to select the strokes
involved in the global slant estimation. A method avoiding the selection of speci/c strokes can be found in Ref.
[14], where all the points on border are used to calculate
the most represented directions.
A di!erent approach was proposed in Refs. [8,15]: a
measure of the “deslantedness” is performed over all the
shear transforms of the word image corresponding to the
angles in a reasonable interval. The transformed image
giving the highest “deslantedness” value is the deslanted
one.
2.1.3. Use of the writing style as a source
of information
The normalization step, by eliminating characteristics
introduced by the writing style, gives the handwritten
words a standard form, but, in the meantime, destroys
some information.
In some work, the possibility of using the writing style
as a source of information helpful to the recognition process has been proposed. Several approaches were experimented to group into families the handwriting styles.
In Ref. [16], stroke width, number of strokes per unit
length in the core region, core region position and the
histogram of the quantized directions of generic strokes
are used as features to characterize the writing style. Such
features are selected because they are not related to any
character in particular, so they do not depend on the word
they are extracted from.
Fractal dimension related measures have been proposed for the same purpose in Refs. [17,18]. The fractal
dimension is shown to be a very stable parameter for a
writer even in samples produced in di!erent years.
The features proposed are eJcient in grouping the
styles in well de/ned families, but no results were presented in terms of recognition rate improvement.
2.2. The segmentation
The segmentation of an image is performed by connecting, or identifying maximal connected sets of pixels
participating in the same spatial event [9]. In CWR terms,
this means to isolate fragments in the handwritten word
supposed to be the basic information units for the recognition process. As pointed out in Section 2, the segmentation can be explicit or implicit depending on whether the
isolated primitives are expected to be characters or not.
The explicit segmentation is a diJcult and error prone
process because of the Sayre’s Paradox [19]: a letter can-

not be segmented before having been recognized and cannot be recognized before having been segmented. Until
now, no methods were developed which are able to segment handwritten words exactly into letters [20,21].
On the contrary, implicit segmentation is easy to
achieve because the only constraint to be respected is
the oversegmentation (see Section 2). The number of
spurious cuts (points where the word is split even if does
not correspond to actual ligatures between characters)
needs not to be limited.
In principle, the segmentation is independent of the
recognition technique, but the explicit segmentation is
mostly performed in Dynamic Programming based systems, while implicit segmentation is used in architectures
involving Hidden Markov Models. For this reason the
segmentation was used elsewhere as a key component in
distinguishing among di!erent approaches [2]. This is, in
our opinion, not completely correct because, if the choice
of the segmentation was free, the implicit segmentation,
easier to be performed, would be always preferred. The
real problem is that, when applying the Dynamic Programming, the fragments extracted from the word are
supposed to be characters and only small variations with
respect to this condition can be tolerated. The segmentation must then be as explicit as possible and spurious
ligatures must be minimized.
HMMs are not only able to work on a sequence of
fragments not necessarily corresponding to letters, but
can also face with variations and noise that can occur
in the sequence itself. This allows the use of an implicit
segmentation.
2.3. Feature extraction
The features can be grouped into three classes depending on whether they are extracted from the whole
word (high level features), the letters (medium level
features) or subletters (low level features). In the next
three subsections, each feature class is described in more
detail.
2.3.1. Low level features
Low level features are extracted from letter fragments
that have elementary shapes such as small lines, curved
strokes, bars and similars. The features account, in general, for their position and simple geometric characteristics.
It is frequent to use features that describe the distribution of pixels with respect to reference lines: the percentages of the stroke edges in core, ascenders and descenders regions are used in Refs. [22,23], the distances of
the foreground–background transitions from the median
line of the core region are proposed in Refs. [24,25], the
percentages of foreground pixels in core, ascenders and
descenders region are applied in Refs. [26,27].
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To have an overall description of the shape, features
like curvature [22,23], center of mass [27], histogram of
the strokes directions [13,27,28] are used.
In several works, the small strokes are considered deformations of the elements of a basic set of strokes and the
deformation itself is used as feature. In Refs. [5,29,30],
the set of basic elements is composed by di!erent curve
or linear strokes (e.g. curves up, down, left or right directed).
2.3.2. Medium level features
Systems based on explicit segmentation must face with
the recognition of cursive characters. The biggest problem is the variability of their shapes [31], then features
performing an averaging over local regions are preferred.
A normalized image of the character is used in Ref. [32].
Background–foreground transition distribution is used in
Ref. [24]. In Ref. [33], bar features are proposed. In Ref.
[34], the feature extraction is performed over trigrams
and consists in a vectorization of the contour. The systems involving the character recognition must also cope
with primitive aggregates that are not characters. To distinguish between actual letters and non-letters, a method
is proposed in Ref. [24]: the presence of too many ascenders or descenders in a letter candidate is used as a
rejection criterion.
2.3.3. High level features
Features such as loops, ascenders and descenders are
often referred as high level features. Since they consist of
the detection of structural elements, they do not depend
on the writing style and are then stable with respect to
cursive variability. Together with loops, ascenders and
descenders (the most used since they are easily detected),
we also /nd junctions, stroke endpoints, t-bars and dots
in the literature. In some works [13,23,28], high level
features are extracted from the word skeleton (a representation of the word that allows an easy detection and
ordering of structure elements).
In some cases [7,11], mainly in applications involving
small lexica (such as bank check reading), the high level
features are used to give a rough representation of the
word. This allows to discard part of the lexicon or to reject
a result of the recognition process whose representation
is not compatible with the detected one (see Fig. 6).
2.4. Lexicon reduction
The size of the lexicon is one of the most important
parameters in CWR. As the number of allowed intepretations increases, the probability of misclassi/cation becomes higher. For this reason several Lexicon Reduction
Systems (LRS) were developed. In some cases they are
based on other informations than the word to be recognized (e.g. the zip code, in postal applications, limits the
number of allowed transcriptions of a handwritten town
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name). In other cases they use the handwritten word itself to discard some interpretations from the lexicon. In
this section, the attention will be focused on this latter
category of LRS.
In general terms, an LRS takes as input a lexicon and a
handwritten word and gives as output a subset of the entries of the lexicon. An optimal trade-o! must be found
between the compression rate of the lexicon and the number of times that the correct transcription is not discarded.
The LRS are always based on a rough representation
of the handwritten data that allows to rank (depending on
a compatibility score) the lexicon entries or discard those
which are incompatible with the data. In Ref. [34], a system based on the detection of trigrams is shown to put
the correct intepretation in the top 200 positions of a rank
generated using a 16 200 word lexicon with an accuracy
of 96%. This corresponds to a compression rate of 1.2%.
In Ref. [35], the handwritten word is converted into a
string of characters representing structural elements (e.g.
stroke extrema). For each entry of the lexicon, an ideal
model (represented by a string) is given and the compatibility between lexicon words and handwritten data
is measured with edit distance. Starting from a lexicon
of around 21 000 words, an average compression rate of
∼ 33% is achieved with an accuracy higher than 99%.
The LRS described in Ref. [36] relies on the concept of
key characters. These are the letters that are most easily
recognized and are used to /nd the most compatible entries of the lexicon. The average reduction rate achieved
is 72.9% with an accuracy of 98.6%.
2.5. The data
The data can be considered not only as an input to a
CWR system, but as an actual part of it. The data to be
recognized is not a simple collection of words without
any relationship between them, but a sample of the data
produced in some human activity. The nature of such activity creates conditions that inGuence the solution of the
recognition problem. Changing the data means changing
the problem: variations in lexicon size and number of
writers signi/cantly a!ects the performance.
Several databases [13,37–39] are available. Each one
is related to some application, e.g the CEDAR database
[37] is composed of postal material and allows the simulation of a postal plant. The use of the same data by many
researchers allows a comparison of the results achieved,
but the literature presents most often works showing results obtained over data used only by their authors. A
solution to this problem has been proposed in Ref. [40],
where the human performance is indicated as an absolute
term of comparison. The same data used to test a system
(or a representative subset of it) should be transcribed by
a human reader. The performance of the human should
be considered as the best result achievable over the data.
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2.6. The recognition
The recognition consists in /nding, among the words
of the lexicon, the most compatible one with the handwritten data. The two main techniques for this task are
dynamic programming and hidden Markov modeling that
will be described in Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2, respectively.
These methods use the feature vectors extracted from
the word fragments to calculate a score giving a measure
of the matching of the handwritten data with a possible
interpretation. The score can be a probability, a distance
or a cost depending on the speci/c case. The best scoring
word of the lexicon is assumed to be the correct interpretation of the data.
2.6.1. Dynamic programming
Dynamic programming [41,42] is often used after explicit segmentation to match a sequence of M letters with
a sequence of N word fragments. This is de/ned in Ref.
[43] as a synchronous sequential decision problem and
its solution corresponds to /nding the optimal cost path
in the trellis of Fig. 3.
After having matched the /rst m ¡ M letters with the
/rst i ¡ N word fragments, the following step can reach
any further primitive n (where n ¿ i since the words are
written from left to right). The optimal step, associating
the /rst m + 1 letters with the /rst n primitives, will be
found as follows:
m+1 (i; n) = min [ m (i; l)
l

+ (l; n)];

(1)

where () represents the optimal cost and () the cost to
associate the m + 1th letter to the aggregation composed
by primitives i+1; i+2; : : : ; n. The equation 1 implies that
any partial, consecutive sequence of moves of the optimal
sequence from i to n must also be optimal, and that any

Fig. 3. Recognition in systems based on segmentation and
dynamic programming. The matching of the word with the
sequence of primitives is found as the optimal path through the
trellis.

intermediate point must be the optimal point linking the
optimal partial sequences before and after that point. This
is the way the Bellmann’s optimality principle 1 is put
into a functional equation. Usually a maximum number
k of primitives allowed to form a single character is set,
then n ∈ [i + 1; i + k].
The cost is calculated in several ways: sometimes as
a distance from letter prototypes (the optimal path will
then be a minimum cost path), sometimes as a probability
for the aggregations of being a certain letter (the optimal
path will then be the maximum cost path and, in Eq. (1),
min will be replaced by max).
A problem in using DP was pointed out in Refs.
[44,45]: the cost is calculated through recognizers trained
at the character rather than at the word level, then an
improvement of the character recognizer do not lead necessarily to an improvement of the overall system. This
makes very diJcult to control the system performance.
2.6.2. Hidden Markov Models
For a good introduction to Hidden Markov Models,
see Refs. [43,46] and for their speci/c use in handwriting
recognition see Ref. [47].
An HMM is a statistical model of observation sequences. These are supposed to be produced by a system
that changes state at regular steps. The set of possible
states has /nite size N and the transition from any state
i to any other state j (eventually i = j) is governed by a
stochastic process. The probability of being in state st at
step t can be expressed as
p(st ) = p(st | st −1 ; st −2 ; : : : ; st −d );

(2)

but, in general, the assumption d = 1 is made so that the
state at step t depends only on the state at step t − 1. The
model is then called a /rst order HMM. A second important assumption is that the transition probability does
not depend on t and is then stationary. The evolution dynamic of the system is entirely represented by the matrix
A = {aij } = {p(st = j |st −1 = i)} (see Fig. 4).
To start the process, an initial state probability i
(probability of being in state i at /rst step) must also be
de/ned. The vector  = {1 ; 2 ; : : : ; N } represents the
initial state probability distribution.
The sequence of the states is assumed to be not observable (thus the name hidden), but gives rise to a second stochastic process characterized by the probabilities
bj (o) to emit observation o while being in state j. The
bj are probability density functions in the space of the
observations and are continuous or discrete depending
on the nature of the observations themselves. The set
1 An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial
state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must
constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting
from the /nal decision.
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Fig. 4. Hidden Markov model. The sequence of the states is produced by the transition probabilities aij . At each state is associated
an emission probability bj (o).

B = {b1 (o); b2 (o); : : : ; bN (o)} is the bridge between the
hidden states and the observations.
A hidden Markov model  is represented by the set:
{A; B; }. The calculation of the parameters in A; B and
 (the training), is performed with the Baum–Welch Algorithm, a particular form of the EM algorithm [48–52].
Once a model  is trained, the probability P(O|) of
an observation sequence O being produced by the model
 is calculated usually with the Viterbi algorithm, which
gives an acceptable approximation of the probability with
a reduced computational e!ort [53,54].
When applied to the handwriting, the hidden states are
the letters of a possible interpretation and the observations are the feature vectors extracted from the primitive
segments (see Fig. 5). An HMM is built for each word 2
in the lexicon and the corresponding likelihood (probability of the data being produced by the model) with the
handwritten data is calculated. The most likely interpretation is assumed to be the correct one.
2.7. Human reading inspired systems
Several human reading models were elaborated by
cognitive scientists [55 –58]. None of them is able to account for every aspect of the lexical access, i.e. the process of giving meaning to a handwritten word, but some
of them explain e!ects that can be useful in developing a
CWR system. In particular, the McClelland and Rumelhart model [57] shows how the word superiority e=ect
(the fact that a letter is easier to be recognized when embedded in a word than when isolated) emerges.
The word superiority e!ect can be considered as the
inGuence of the word context in single letter recognition.

2 The word HMMs are usually constructed by concatenating
letter models. This allows to change the lexicon without changing the training set (training samples of the lexicon entries are
not necessary) making the system more Gexible.

This has been proposed also in works not inspired by
psychological models, but the inGuence of the context
had to be modeled directly while in the McClelland and
Rumelhart model it is an e!ect of the global architecture.
The model is formed by three levels of processing
(corresponding to di!erent levels of abstraction) working in parallel: feature level, letter level and word level.
The levels interact in that the results obtained at a certain level are used by the process at another level. The
interaction is due to inhibitory or excitatory connections
between levels. The feature level tends to excite the letters corresponding to the features detected and to inhibit
the others (e.g. a loop excites the presence of the letter
o, but inhibits the presence of the letter s). The letter
level excitates the connections with the word level linking words that contain the letter detected. Vice versa the
word level excites the letters that are contained in excited words, but were not detected at the letter level. The
inhibitory connections work in a similar way and tend
to decrease the excitation of words or letters that are not
compatible with each other.
By using such model in CWR system, the inGuence of
context is not modeled (e.g. as in Ref. [24]), but is an
e!ect of the global architecture.
Several works were inspired by this model [7,34,59 –
64]. In general, they present a recognition cycle divided
into two parts: a bottom up and a top down process. The
bottom up process consists in extracting global features
such as ascenders, descenders and loops. This kind of
features is not expected to give the identity of a letter,
but only to account for the global shape of the word. This
representation is used to create a short list of candidates
among the lexicon elements by selecting only the words
with a compatible shape. (e.g. the presence of an ascender will allow to discard all the words of the lexicon that
do not contain letters with ascenders, see Fig. 6). In some
cases, the short list contains only one word and the recognition process is completed, in other cases several words
are selected and the top down process is needed. This
consists of a veri/cation, i.e. of looking for the letters
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Fig. 5. Recognition in systems based on HMMs. The statistical nature of HMMs allows them to cope with the cursive variability.

This approach does not need the recognition of all the
letters of the word, in some cases (when the short list contains only one word) it is not necessary to recognize any
letter. This technique is based more on the discrimination
between the words of the lexicon than on their recognition. Because of this, it is e!ective only in applications
that involve a small (25 –30 words) and static lexicon.
2.8. Holistic approaches

Fig. 6. A representation of handwritten numbers between one
and /ve in terms of global features. The representation allows
to discriminate one, two and three, but there is an ambiguity
between four and /ve.

that compose each candidate of the short list. The global
features, previously extracted, are used as anchor points
and help in indicating where to look for a certain letter.
The presence of a letter is veri/ed by looking for local
features referred some time as secondary or conditional
features in the sense that they are used only in conjunction with the primary when these are not suJcient.

Some researchers explored the possibility of recognizing the cursive words with an holistic approach. This
consists in considering only the global characteristics of
the word to perform its recognition. In Refs. [65,66], the
word is converted (through a global feature extraction)
into a string that is compared with the words of the lexicon with edit distance or Levehnstein metric. This approach is e!ective with a small lexicon, when a rough
representation of the word is enough to identify the correct transcription among the lexicon entries. When the
lexicon size increases, too many words are compatible
with the same word representation and a correct classi/cation becomes diJcult.
For this reason, the holistic approach is often used not
to recognize the words, but rather to support other tasks.
In Refs. [34,35], the use of holistic features is shown to
be very e!ective in lexicon reduction (see Section 2.4).
In Refs. [67– 69], the use of an holistic representation is
used in transcribing handwritten postal addresses: /rst
the system recognizes the zip code, then veri/es (using
an holistic representation of the word) whether the town
and state names written on the envelop correspond to
it or not. This is shown to prevent several errors in the
/nal destination attribution of the mail piece. In Refs.
[4,70], the holistic information is used in conjunction
with features at lower level for the recognition of courtesy
amounts on checks.
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3. Applications
In the next subsections, the main applications of CWR
will be presented. Bank check reading is described in Section 3.1, postal applications are illustrated in Section 3.2
and generic content document recognition is presented in
Section 3.3.
3.1. Bank check reading
Many works about CWR are dedicated to the bank
check legal amount recognition. The developed systems
are good enough to be used in commercial products as
described in Ref. [4], where a family of systems able to
work on french, english and american checks is claimed
to have a performance close to a human reader (rejecting
30 – 40% of the data).
The reading of legal amounts involves small lexicons
(between 25 and 30 words) and each word to be recognized is produced by a di!erent writer. An important
advantage in bank check reading is the presence of the
courtesy amount (the amount written in digits). This can
be read reliably, but is not relevant from a legal point
of view, so an automatic check processing system must
read also the amount written in letters. On the other hand,
the redundancy of information when reading both courtesy and legal amount can improve the performance of
the system.
In Refs. [27,30,71], an implicit segmentation is applied, and the recognition is performed with an Hidden
Markov Model.
A segmentation free approach is proposed in Refs.
[72–74], where a sliding window is applied to the amount
image and a recurrent neural network is used in conjunction with HMMs. The sliding window is also used in Ref.
[75], where a correction mechanism activated by a mismatch between courtesy and legal amount is proposed.
In Ref. [76], the scaled images of the legal amount are
considered as random /eld realizations and recognized in
conjunction by HMM and Markov Random Fields [77].
A combination of methods based on analytic and global
features was presented in Refs. [78–81]. This approach
is especially conceived to work on italian amounts: these
are more diJcult to recognize because they are obtained
by joining several basic words.
Bank check reading, due to the small lexicon, is the
only domain where the human reading inspired systems
were found to be e!ective [7,62– 64].
The results obtained in terms of percentage of words
correctly recognized in several works are shown in
Table 1. The double horizontal line separates the results
obtained with methods inspired by psychological models
and those obtained with other techniques.
In Ref. [4], the human performance is said to be around
99%. This rate can be achieved by current automatic
readers only by discarding the more ambiguous samples.
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Table 1
Performances in bank check reading. For each work cited in
the /rst column, the table reports the size of the database
used in the experiments and the best performance (in terms
of words correctly recognized) obtained. The lexicon size is
between 25 and 30 depending on the language of the legal
amounts processed. The double horizontal line separates the
results obtained with human reading model inspired systems
(upper part) from that obtained with HMM based systems
(lower part)
Authors
CôtRe et al. [7]
Guillevic et al. [63]
Dodel et al. [62]
Olivier et al. [71]
Knerr et al. [27]
Saon [76]
Kaufmann et al. [75]

DB size

Performance
(%)

3113
7837
1150

74.0
71.8
70

6000
189659
100000
13000

69.6
89.2
82.5
71.9

3.2. Postal applications
Most of the works in the literature concern postal applications. The data involved in this domain are completely
unconstrained, each word is written by a di!erent writer,
the words can be cursive, handprinted or a mix of the two
styles. The lexicon depends, in general, on the output of
a zip code recognizer. When the zip code is recognized,
it is not even necessary to read further informations in
the address. When there is unacceptable ambiguity on the
last, last two or last three digits of the zip code, then it
is necessary to read the town name and the lexicon will
contain ten, hundred or thousand words, respectively.
Several works are based on segmentation and dynamic
programming [25,44,82,83]. In Ref. [25], the performance is improved by using, together with the segmentation based system, a segmentation free system based
on HMM. The combination of two di!erent approaches
(lexicon free and lexicon directed) is also described in
Refs. [83,84]. Techniques to calculate the score of a
lexicon word, given the single character con/dences, are
proposed in Refs. [44,82].
A system based on HMM is presented in Ref. [26],
where a modi/ed Viterbi algorithm is described. In Ref.
[11], after having performed an explicit segmentation, the
system uses an HMM based technique to combine two
feature sets: the /rst oriented to characters, the second to
ligatures. The segmentation statistics (the probability of
segmenting each letter into n primitives) are taken into
account during the recognition process in Refs. [12,85
–87]. A minimum edit distance modi/ed to better represent the errors that can occur in a CWR is described in
Ref. [88]. In Refs. [68,89 –91], the possibility of reading
handwritten lines is investigated to recognize di!erent
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Table 2
Performances in postal applications. For each work cited in the
/rst column, the database size and the performance (in terms
of percentage of words correctly recognized) for a 100-word
lexicon is reported. The double horizontal line separates the results obtained with HMM based systems (lower part) from that
obtained with explicit segmentation and dynamic programming
based systems (upper part)
Authors

DB size

Performance
(%)

Chen et al. [44]
Gader et al. [24]
Kim et al. [12]
Mohamed et al. [25]

996
1000
3000
10567

90.8
85.8
88.2
89.3

Kundu et al. [87]
Chen et al. [26]
El Yacoubi et al. [11]

3000
1583
19447

88.3
72.3
96.3

forms assumed by the same address (e.g. Park Avenue
or Park Av.).
A direct comparison among the systems is impossible
because the results are obtained over di!erent databases.
However all the databases consist of real world data
obtained by digitizing handwritten addresses. The performances presented in the literature are collected in
Table 2, where the double line separates the segmentation
based works (upper part) from the HMM based systems
(lower part). The performances are reported for lexicon
size 100.
3.3. Generic content recognition
In the previous sections, systems concerned with speci/c applications were presented. The application environment involving the system is a source of informations
that have a strong inGuence on the recognition process.
In the works presented in this section, the recognition
was performed over data that did not allow the use of
any other information than the handwritten words themselves. At most, if the words belong to a text, the linguistic knowledge would be introduced. The data used in the
works related to this sub/eld of CWR is often created
ad hoc by asking writers (in some case cooperatives) to
produce samples.
In Refs. [5,29] the words produced by few writers are
recognized. Both works are based on explicit segmentation and use di!erent level representations of the words
that allow making hypotheses about the transcription
and looking for its con/rmation at the feature level. In
Ref. [29], the con/rmation is obtained as a degree of
alignment of letter prototypes with the actual handwritten data. In Ref. [5] the con/rmation is given by matching the sequence of expected events (e.g. loops, curve
strokes of various shape, etc.) with the actual sequence
detected in the handwritten word.

Table 3
Performances in generic content document recognition. For
each work cited in the /rst column, the DB size, the lexicon
size and the performance (in terms of percentage of correctly
recognized words) are collected
Authors

DB
size

Lexicon
size

Performance
(%)

Bozinovic et al. [5]
Bunke et al. [23]
Senior et al. [13]
Marti et al. [94]

130
3000
4053
50754

710
150
1334
7719

77
99.3
92.8
60.0

In Refs. [32,92], a word is segmented explicitly /rst
and then an HMM is used to /nd the best match between
the fragments (the similarity with character prototypes is
used to calculate the probability of a fragment being a
certain letter) and words in the lexicon. In Refs. [22,23],
the words written by cooperative writers are represented,
after a skeletonization of the word, as a sequence of
strokes organized in a graph. Each stroke is represented
by a feature vector and their sequence is recognized by
an HMM.
The /rst example of recognition of data extracted from
a text (to our knowledge) is presented in Refs. [13,28].
The selection of the text is addressed by linguistic criteria, the text is extracted from a corpus supposed to be
representative of the current english. This allows the use
of linguistic knowledge in recognition. The data are produced by a single writer, so that an adaptation to his=her
writing style can play a role in improving the system performance. In Refs. [13,28], the words are skeletonized
and then a uniform framing is performed. From each
frame a feature vector is extracted and an HMM is used
for the recognition. A recurrent neural network is used
to calculate the emission probabilities of the HMM.
The use of linguistic knowledge was shown to be effective in recognizing whole sentences rather than single
words in Refs. [38,93–95]. The applied language models
are based on statistic distributions of unigrams and bigrams [96]. The use of syntactical constraints (expressed
by transition probabilities between di!erent syntactical
categories) was experimented in Refs. [97,98].
The results achieved in the works presented in this
section are obtained over di!erent data sets, not only because they contain di!erent data, but also because they
were created with di!erent aims and criteria. The performances of some systems dealing with generic words is
reported in Table 3.
4. Conclusions
This work presented a survey on o!-line cursive word
recognition. A description of the major approaches is
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given as well as an overview of the applications presented
in the literature.
The importance of the information brought by
the application environment is highlighted by showing
that most of the works on CWR concern two speci/c
tasks: bank check and postal address reading. In both
cases, the handwritten data to be recognized is accompanied by other informations (courtesy amount and zip
code respectively) improving the performance of the
system. In such domains, the accuracy achieved allowed
the use of the developed systems in real world applications. There are however many other practical problems
involving handwritten informations that can take an advantage from the use of a CWR system. This leads the
research e!orts toward systems able to recognize data
as generic as possible so that an eventual adaptation to
a speci/c task can be quickly performed. The linguistic knowledge is investigated as a solution for the lack
of other information than the handwritten data to be
recognized.
Independent of the speci/c data or applications, two
approaches were shown to be mainly used: the /rst one is
based on the explicit segmentation followed by Dynamic
Programming, the second one relies on implicit segmentation and Hidden Markov Models. This latter technique
was most frequently used in the last years. The strong theoretic framework provided by HMMs limits the amount
of heuristic needed to improve the system performance.
The human reading inspired architectures were also
described and their inability to deal with lexica bigger
than 25 –30 words was shown to limit their use to bank
check recognition.
A list of available databases was presented. The data
are not just an input in a CWR system. The inGuence
of the nature of the data on the recognition process was
shown. Furthermore the availability of databases that can
be shared by several research groups helps in making
comparisons between di!erent techniques.
The performances of the systems presented in the literature were /nally reported showing, in some cases,
recognition rates suJcient for real world applications
[3,4]. O!-Line CWR is a still evolving /eld. The important results related to speci/c application domains cannot be considered conclusive. The open issues to achieve
a general Cursive Word Recognition are still many and
important.
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